Consumption has become a central focus in South African politics, one that hinges especially on evaluation of the behaviour of the new Black middle class.
Introduction
Since 2008 I have carried out intermittent ethnographic research in eThekwini/Durban (hereafter Durban) on the new middle class -across a range of racial categories; and for the last three years one major focus has been on food provisioning and consumption. I am interested, as most South Africans are, in the relationship between race and class, and the possible emergence of a non-racial middle-class. The growth of a new middle class of consumers has been and still is taken as a measure of success in transforming the country"s society and politics. If a middle class is not made by how it spends money (consumption), but by its sources of income and property, consumption has certainly been used to define individual members of such a class.
When I started out, I decided to focus my attention on the two features commonly taken in public discussions as signs of the emergence of a new non-racial middle class: access to consumption patterns previously reserved for Whites; and residential mobility, that is, households that left the townships for the formerly white suburbs. Much of my subsequent research has been concerned with social interaction in shared public spaces that were segregated under apartheid: residential areas and car transport, use of the sea front (beach and promenade) and shopping malls by all classes and communities as free spaces (e.g. Chevalier 2012 ). In the process I extended my initial focus to include all racial communities. This article first looks at consumer behaviour, approached more narrowly through the study of food provisioning; second I address the role of shopping malls in developing new patterns of consumption and social interaction; finally I take up public discourse about the new middle class, as represented by discussion of the socalled Black Diamonds. For South Africa, I argue, this is a new "urban type" in Benjamin"s (2006) sense of a phantasmagoria.
My general hypothesis is that the new multi-racial middle class recreates the South
African nation through their consumption, while at the same time making new links to world society. A vast new arena of consumer choice, which was the preserve of Whites not long ago, has been opened up to Blacks -albeit often on credit. This offers the latter an opportunity to participate in national "prosperity", while their fascination with international brands reflects a similar desire to participate in global consumption. My work also aims to add a neglected regional dimension to marketing and media discussions of race and class. Marketing specialists treat South Africa as a single entity stratified before by race and now by social class. Durban offers an interesting commentary on these generalisations because of its specific social history, combining the former British colony of Natal, a strong Indian presence (it is the largest Indian city outside India) and the home of the Zulus, South Africa"s largest ethnic group.
My research has been based in part on visiting individual shops and malls, on interviews with shopkeepers and with families at home, mostly women from all communities 1 . Family, I am studying intensively).
Food consumption
Studying food consumption is for me part of a long-term research project, which includes urban food supply chains -markets, supermarkets, etc. -and is comparative in scope (see Chevalier, on France and Britain, 1997 and 2007; Chevalier and Escusa on South Africa, 2011) . Looking at food allows us to integrate a wide range of questions because, although we need to eat to live, eating is also a principal vehicle for sharing social life and for expressing a range of lifestyles. Moreover, food is a deep symbol of inherited identities. Every group has its "soul food" and the taste for this changes more slowly than our willingness to experiment with fast foods imported from around the globe. Without doubt, the residents of cities like Durban today have a vastly expanded repertoire of foodstuffs at their disposal. Yet this development, far from leading to a homogenisation of food regimes, has allowed people everywhere to push out the boundaries of their culinary experience, while still defining their own authenticity in quite narrow ways. People go out to buy food, both raw and cooked, they consume it at home or in cafes and restaurants, with family and friends. By focusing on this movement of people as consumers, linked to what they eat, where and how, we may be able to reveal complex patterns of interaction across public and private spheres, as well as old and new forms of social, ethnic and religious identity. Clearly, food is "good to couples). With few exceptions, they had children; and a third of these households included extended kin. They were all between 30 and 50 years old ; but they distinguished themselves as generations by whether they came to maturity before or after the early 1990s. for Bronwyn money is not just an abstraction. A few months after this interview, she and her husband bought a small house in Berea and she left her job as a clerk at a police station to take care of their little daughter full-time. Some of the women participate in stokvels or more specifically in saving clubs which aim to buy groceries in bulk at the end of the year, in order to be able to prepare for Christmas celebrations without too much strain. These societies give an empowering feeling of being in control of your expenditure, while generating solidarity between women who share the plight of having to buy food for their families on a tight budget (Counihan 1998 elsewhere. These monthly food shopping expeditions often end up with a lunch in one of the numerous fast food chains or restaurants, which are located in shopping centres or malls, as a pay-off for undergoing the duty of shopping. Nevertheless, Durban people don"t go out very often to restaurants, either because it"s expensive or because they prefer to stay home at night, possibly for security reasons. One restaurateur told me that no more than 40,000 out of Durban"s 3 million inhabitants ever go out to eat in the evening, to what he called a "proper restaurant" --with a chef and not part of a chain.
They are more likely to go out for lunch because they can take the children.
Take away and eating out: pushing the boundaries?
If meat is each community"s "soul food", the women I interviewed described the same range of meals as their favourites for home cooking: macaroni cheese, roast chicken, "lamb pie", lasagne and "cottage pie". Black women add "pap & meat" to this list. Apart from the recent rise of Italian food, a lot of these recipes share a British colonial heritage (Leong-Salobir 2011). Bronwyn, who claims to be coloured, says that as a result of being "in between" she has mastered all the community specialities from putu pap with meat and chakalaka to Indian curry. three children, mid-forties). Few people go to a "proper" restaurant as a couple or with a group of friends; sometimes they take the opportunity of offers; thus some Durban restaurants offer half price for women only. People also often discover restaurants through corporate events. Another way to eat out and to try new recipes is through church and community meals, very often based on a "bring and share" principle. In Durban, we should add curry which is thought to be emblematic of the Indian community, even if I was told by some Indian women that they had to learn how to cook it from their in-laws, since cooking in their family consisted mostly of British stews. Curry is nevertheless becoming a regional dish for Kwazulu-Natal because of the large number of takeaway restaurants that provide it. In fact, ready-made curry sauces available at the supermarkets are a great success with non-Indian customers who never learned how to mix the spices. Now, thanks to the sachets available, women like Jube and Mpumie (Black, sisters, both divorced, one with two children, both in their late thirties) can now prepare their weekly curry. In this way one community"s speciality has become a staple of South African cuisine for all the middle classes in Durban.
This Durban lower middle-class is pushing out some of the boundaries of food preparation and consumption beyond their former silos. This process is made easier because, at this level of South African society, cooking is not configured by a strong contrast between high and low cuisine (Goody 1982) . I would hazard the generalization that, in South Africa, there is no cooking style that is reserved to one class or community, but not the others. It just is not the case that only members of a particular cultural tradition (or professionals, usually men) know how to cook its food. I return to the question of South African national cuisine in my conclusions.
Shopping malls as shared social spaces
Food is bought mostly in supermarkets, which are usually located in shopping centres or malls. During the late apartheid era, access to mass consumption in the form of shopping malls was largely restricted to Whites. These malls -along with the development of tourism -represented one of the few investment channels open to White capital within the country, given the restrictions on its export imposed by the boycott. Since the ANC came to power, shopping malls have sprung up everywhere, reaching the whole population. Indeed President Zuma has been quoted as holding a vision of economic democracy that would grant every village its own shopping mall! There does not seem to be much public discussion in South Africa about how malls erode the base for local shops. At the same time, the government has made a big effort to improve service provision in the townships themselves. In collaboration with the private sector, they have launched shopping malls of a standard and scale equivalent to those built in the most affluent countries. In the Durban area, the relatively modest Umlazi Mega City comes to mind or the more ambitious Bridge City Shopping Centre in KwaMashu. In Chatsworth, an Indian township, the introduction of a new shopping mall provoked a raging controversy over ethnic ownership (Vahed and Desai, 2013 Such a vision recapitulates the myth that South Africa"s cities were invented exclusively by Whites, thereby implicitly endorsing a claim that behaviour in the country"s new social spaces should conform to White standards (Ballard 2004 budget at the same time, we can't buy everything we want". To be able to afford a little more that the basics makes the difference, just as to have some consumer purchasing power is associated with agency. But this feeling of upward social mobility is often linked to fear of losing it, which probably distinguishes this from other social classes.
The people I interviewed still cling more to their community of origin for selfidentification than to any middle class identity, which is in any case fragile. They know that their power of consumption is indeed quite limited even if it is used to define them as a class.
My Black informants also often felt that they were novice consumers, because shopping and access to services more generally were so limited before. This situation recalls historical accounts of the birth of mass consumption in the United States and Europe in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, when the middle and working classes had to learn how to consume (Strasser et al. 1998; Zelizer 1997) . This literature also emphasizes the role of advertising and brands in the formation of consumer behaviour. The people I interviewed, especially those over 40, expressed an attachment to brands that had been around for a long time: because we have always seen them around us. Knowledge of these brands was a kind of shopping guide for many consumers. Global brands build links to the outside world. Also, the principal victims of segregation have little capital, savings or inheritance to draw on and must go into debt if they wish to consume on any scale (James 2012). As one of them told me, The apartheid system made sure that we knew little about money, since we were supposed not to have any! (Muntu, Black, widowed, late thirties, one child).
The point of comparing South Africa today with historical examples elsewhere is not to imply a unilinear process of modernisation, but to identify questions that might not otherwise be raised. Thus, who is teaching South Africans how to consume and through which media? When I analyse the cooking recipes and advice in women"s magazines, I
am struck by the sheer prominence there of big companies and retail chains.
Consumer behaviour: a political question?
South African marketing professionals have lately been looking for a device that would allow them to describe consumers without using the system of classification prevalent under apartheid. The idea of a Living Standards Measure (LSM) was perfect for this purpose since it allowed them to define social categories without mentioning a person"s race (Burgess 2002) . In consequence -which is just the first paradox of this conflicted practice -it has been widely adopted as a means of identifying the life-style of a social group whose only common characteristic is the colour of their skin. When it became impossible to abstract completely from race, which after all had been synonymous with class as a marker of individual identity for over a century, it was replaced by the term "culture", conceived of as a mark of collective belonging. Also, the LSM makes no reference to locating consumers in space: interviews with professionals in charge of marketing automobiles, for example, revealed that this new middle class was taken to be nationally homogeneous and no interest was shown in any regional differences that might exist. The second paradox, however, is that the same marketing professionals invented another word for this class, the Black Diamonds, which reintroduced race by the back door and was then taken up avidly by the media. The first publication of the 13 Unilever Institute to use this term was its 2007 Survey: On the Move. This study was based on interviews with 750 adults in South Africa"s main cities drawn from categories 9 and 10 of the LSM (Krige 2011: 297f) . And when it comes to projecting images of the new consumer classes, the media are much more influential than social scientists (Chevalier 2010) . Indeed the latter often draw on labels created by professional specialists for their own analyses. No representation of this sort has been more debated in the South African media than the Black Diamonds. The term has also found its way into literature, for example as the title of a work by the writer Zakes Mda (2009) should point out, however, that my informants often rejected application of the term "middle class" to themselves, preferring to known as a "professional" class. They are teachers, nurses, technicians, librarians, secretaries, police officers, independent consultants, etc. There has been such an African professional class long before 1994, of course. It is not an invention of "democracy".
Conclusions
I am less concerned here with the construction of an urban social type or with defining class according to income -which is in any case hard to find out -than with trying to understand how the middle class might be identified through common practices, in the home as much as in newly shared social spaces.
If Durban"s middle classes don"t define themselves through their eating and cooking habits, these practices have become quite similar across the boundaries between communities. The fast-food chains facilitate this process of self-identification at a number of levels; through the food styles on offer, they make South Africa at once an international and a national, even African place. Restaurants allow one to eat a neighbour"s food, without knowing how to make it oneself -curry or fish, for example, and I would add without necessarily meeting their neighbours; which is a general paradox inherent in consuming commodities. The range of possibilities on offer through manufactured food and restaurants no doubt contributes to the development of a national taste, but also to a regional taste specific in this instance to Kwazulu Natal. I
would not go so far, however, as to say that a specifically South African cuisine has yet emerged from all these culinary encounters, certainly not anything that we could call a creole food culture (Wilk, 2006a and 2006b) 7 . I have also been struck by how the experts, magazines, TV shows, books and food fairs advance recipes that both take into account South African "reality" and help to build a supra-regional universe consisting of English-speakers living in the southern hemisphere. This cuisine is built on recipes using a similar range of ingredients and promoted by chefs from Australia and South Africa in particular. Following Appadurai (1988) , one might say they are building a new ethnoscape on the basis of shared food tastes. At the same time each group has its "soul food", usually focused on a highly-charged symbolic food, meat, although the penchant of white settlers for outdoor barbecues is a common element for some.
Analysis of consumption patterns, taking into account historical context and generational difference, and especially of food consumption, because it is literally incorporated so deeply into social life, helps us to understand better the articulation and transformations of race and class identities which for so long were inseparable. These transformations contribute also to a new definition of regional and South African identity. Consumption is rightly considered to be a political question. It should not be left as the exclusive province of lifestyle professionals, such as marketers and journalists.
